SNSF represents a very interesting funding organization with a success rate of 36.5% (category Human & Social Sciences, in 2022) compared to its equivalents in the USA (NSF/SBE, 23%, 2023) and the UK (UKRI/ESRC, 29%, 2022-2023). UNIL also provides a large range of funding support services - browse all of them [here](#)! For support in proposal elaboration for EU funding programs, click [here](#)!

Additionally, the HEC Research Office keeps the Faculty’s researchers up to date with new funding programs, notification of deadlines for calls for proposals and the latest innovations in HEC & UNIL research services.

Several financial and economic databases are made available by the CEDIF to our researchers and students. To store your research data safely, or for HPC programming support, the DCSR is at your service!

When it comes to data management, an effective Data Management Plan (DMP) can help you save time and anticipate issues. Find DMP templates and other useful support for data management [here](#)!

Serval is the official repository to which UNIL researchers upload their publications and notices, either in private or Open Access mode. For detailed practical info, the Infoserval website is for you!

With its excellent infrastructure consisting of eight laboratories, LABEX is the behavioral research laboratory of our Faculty. Find out more on the [LABEX website](#)!

Prior to your signature, the contract has to be submitted to the PACTT office for their legal review. Their experts will ensure compliance with legal and ethical principles, such as intellectual property.

Our Faculty offers a copy-editing service to all HEC researchers. To benefit from this service, please address your request to Vincent Vandersluis by email, at Vincent.Vandersluis@unil.ch. A Statistics Consulting Service is also offered to all researchers who would like to receive feedback on their research project from a researcher who is specialized in advanced statistics. For more info, click [here](#)!

The 6 Cardinal Points of Research Services at HEC Lausanne

The fundamentals for our new researchers

1. **Funding**
   - SNSF represents a very interesting funding organization with a success rate of 36.5% (category Human & Social Sciences, in 2022) compared to its equivalents in the USA (NSF/SBE, 23%, 2023) and the UK (UKRI/ESRC, 29%, 2022-2023). UNIL also provides a large range of funding support services - browse all of them [here](#)!
   - For support in proposal elaboration for EU funding programs, click [here](#)!
   - Additionally, the HEC Research Office keeps the Faculty's researchers up to date with new funding programs, notification of deadlines for calls for proposals and the latest innovations in HEC & UNIL research services.

2. **Data: Sources, Servers and Management**
   - Several financial and economic databases are made available by the CEDIF to our researchers and students.
   - To store your research data safely, or for HPC programming support, the DCSR is at your service!
   - When it comes to data management, an effective Data Management Plan (DMP) can help you save time and anticipate issues. Find DMP templates and other useful support for data management [here](#)!

3. **Publications**
   - Serval is the official repository to which UNIL researchers upload their publications and notices, either in private or Open Access mode.
   - For detailed practical info, the Infoserval website is for you!

4. **Laboratory for Behavioral Experiments**
   - With its excellent infrastructure consisting of eight laboratories, LABEX is the behavioral research laboratory of our Faculty. Find out more on the [LABEX website](#)!

5. **Legal Review for Research Contracts**
   - Got a contract regarding research activities? Congratulations!
   - Prior to your signature, the contract has to be submitted to the PACTT office for their legal review. Their experts will ensure compliance with legal and ethical principles, such as intellectual property.

6. **Copy-Editing and Statistics Consulting**
   - Our Faculty offers a copy-editing service to all HEC researchers. To benefit from this service, please address your request to Vincent Vandersluis by email, at Vincent.Vandersluis@unil.ch.
   - A Statistics Consulting Service is also offered to all researchers who would like to receive feedback on their research project from a researcher who is specialized in advanced statistics. For more info, click [here](#)!